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Introduction

Business Challenges

Unexpected downtime can lead to frustration for customers and result in huge losses in revenue. 50% of SMBs worldwide remain unprepared in the case of disaster, and in many cases downtime becomes a potentially fatal problem costing companies as much as over 12,000 USD a day. With the growing demand for uninterrupted availability, businesses seek for solutions that ensure high levels of service continuity.

Synology Solutions for Service Continuity

High Availability solution is highly demanded for anyone who deploys critical services such as database, company file server, virtualized storage, and more. All these services are with extremely low tolerance and one cannot afford to have services interrupted when unexpected events strike.

High availability is mostly featured as an enterprise-exclusive solution due to its high cost and complicated deployment. With Synology High Availability, this high-end feature is available on most plus-series and all FS/XS-series, making it a cost-effective selection to protect important services. Synology High Availability mitigates the impact for IT administrators to fix any system or hardware issues when disaster strikes, while allowing businesses to prevent downtime for mission-critical applications and minimize lost revenue associated with the incident.
Overview

According to Transparency Market Research (TMR), the global market for high availability servers is anticipated to rise at a CAGR of 11.7% between 2017 and 2025. The market is valued at $4.1bn in 2015 and is expected to reach $12.3bn by 2025.

A key factor driving the global market demand for high availability solutions is the reliance on data, and the need for data to be more accessible. There has been an increase in demand for a higher level of availability to prevent lost revenue caused by unexpected or undesired incidents that may have a profound impact on data access and an organization’s business productivity.

High availability solutions, supporting redundancy and data replication, have become a proven strategy for organizations to retain and manage data while being able to access information in real-time. However, due to the complex and expensive nature of the high availability technology, small and mid-size businesses often lack the resources or budget to implement a high availability solution to protect against data loss. In most cases, only large enterprises with sufficient IT resources can afford to build a business continuity plan, deploy highly available and fault tolerant servers, and store an ever-growing amount of critical data generated on a daily basis to be kept secure and available at all times.

Synology is dedicated to providing a reliable, cost-effective, comprehensive high availability infrastructure to small and mid-range businesses to effectively minimize data loss and downtime. Synology High Availability (SHA) is introduced as an enterprise-level solution that is affordable especially for smaller organizations with limited IT resources seeking for robust, continuous system availability at a lower budget without worrying about installation and maintenance costs. Contrary to most HA solutions that require expensive, dedicated hardware, SHA is available on most Synology NAS and can be implemented at a lower investment cost.

Key Features of Synology High Availability:

- HA cluster provides comprehensive hardware and data redundancy
- Heartbeat technology achieves real-time data synchronization
- Automatic failover maximizes service uptime and business continuity
- SHA ensures storage for performance intensive workloads including virtualization solutions such as VMware® vSphere™, Microsoft® Hyper-V®, Citrix® XenServer™, and OpenStack Cinder.
- Offers hassle free HA configuration, management, and maintenance without requiring additional technical resources with an intuitive set up wizard that comes with built-in, visualized management tools
- Complete protection for file services including SMB, AFP, NFS, FTP, and iSCSI
- Supports critical DSM packages

This white paper aims to provide information on Synology High Availability (SHA) design and architecture, common scenarios, best practices, and performance metrics.
Synology High Availability Architecture

The Synology High Availability solution is a server layout designed to reduce service interruptions caused by system malfunctions. It employs two servers to form a “high-availability cluster” (also called “HA cluster”) consisting of two compatible Synology servers. Once this high-availability cluster is formed, one server assumes the role of the active server, while the other acts as a standby passive server. Full data replication is required to be performed once the cluster is successfully created.

Once the high-availability cluster is formed, data is continuously replicated from the active server to the passive server. All files on the active server will be copied to the passive server. In the event of a critical malfunction, the passive server is ready to take over all services. Equipped with a duplicate image of all data on the active server, the passive server will enable the high-availability cluster to continue functioning as normal, minimizing downtime.

Hardware Components

Synology’s High Availability solution constructs a cluster composed of two individual compute and storage systems: an active and a passive server. Each server comes with attached storage volumes, and the two are linked by a "Heartbeat" connection that monitors server status and facilitates data replication between the two servers.

- **Active Server**: Under normal conditions, all services are provided by the active server. In the event of a critical malfunction, the active server will be ready to pass service provisioning to the passive server, thereby circumventing downtime.

- **Passive Server**: Under normal conditions, the passive server remains in standby mode and receives a steady stream of data replicated from the active server.

- **Cluster Connection**: The connection network used for the communication between the clients and high-availability cluster. There is at least one cluster connection for the active server, and one for the passive server, to the client. In order to ensure the communication between both active and passive servers, the cluster connections must go through a switch.

- **Heartbeat Connection**: The active and passive servers of a high-availability cluster are connected by a dedicated, private network connection known as the "Heartbeat" connection. Once the cluster is formed, the Heartbeat facilitates data replication from the active server to the passive server. It also allows the passive server to constantly detect the active server’s presence, allowing it to take over in the event of active server failure. The ping response time between the two servers must be less than 1 ms, while the transmission speed should be at least 500 Mbps. The performance of the HA cluster will be affected by the response time and bandwidth of the Heartbeat connection.

- **Main Storage**: The storage volume of the active server.

- **Spare Storage**: The storage volume of the passive server, which continually replicates data received from the main storage via the Heartbeat connection.

Figure 1: Physical components of a typical Synology High Availability (SHA) deployment
Network Interface

Cluster Interface

When the two servers are combined into a high-availability cluster, a virtual interface (unique server name and IP address) shall be configured. This virtual interface, also called the cluster interface, allows clients to access the cluster resources using a single namespace. Therefore, when a switchover is triggered and the provision of services is moved to the passive server, there will be no need to modify network configurations on hosts in the data network.

![Network Interface Diagram](image)

- **Cluster Server Name and IP addresses**: Servers in the cluster will share IP addresses and a server name, which should be used in all instances instead of the original IP addresses and individual server names.

Heartbeat Interface

Heartbeat connection is the connection established on the Heartbeat interfaces of the active and passive server and is used for replicating data from active server to passive server, including the differential data, and the real time write operation. All data syncing is performed at block-level, and it ensures that the active and passive servers contain identical data. As all data is constantly maintained to be up-to-date, switchover can be accomplished seamlessly.

Heartbeat IP is automatically selected by system upon the cluster creation.

- **Suggested network configurations**: It is suggested that you choose the fastest network interface for the Heartbeat connection or ensure the ability of the network interface is the same as the network interface of the cluster connection. Please refer to the following examples:
  1. Both servers have at least two 10GbE network interfaces. One 10GbE is suggested to be the interface of Heartbeat connection, and the other is for the cluster connection.
  2. There is only one 10GbE interface between both servers. It should be used for the Heartbeat connection. If there are more than two 1GbE network interface, it is also suggested to set up link aggregation for the cluster connection.
  3. If there is no 10GbE network interface, make sure the Heartbeat connection and the cluster connection share network interfaces.

Link Aggregation increases the bandwidth and provides traffic failover to maintain network connection in case the connection is down. It is recommended to set up link aggregation for both cluster connection and Heartbeat connection. Note that the link aggregation must be set up before the creation of high-availability cluster. Once the HA cluster is created, the link configuration cannot be modified again. In addition, no matter what type of link aggregation that is chosen for Heartbeat connection, SHA creation will set it to round-robin automatically.

Network Scenarios

The physical network connections from the data network to the active server and passive server must be configured properly so that all hosts in the data network can seamlessly switch connections to the passive server in the event a switchover is triggered. The following section covers different configurations for various situations and Synology NAS models.

Network Implementation for Synology NAS with Two LAN Ports

In situations where both servers have two network ports only, one network port on each server will be occupied by the Heartbeat connection, so each server will have only one port available for the HA cluster to connect to the data network. Therefore, there will not be sufficient network ports to accommodate redundant paths between the hosts in the data network and HA cluster. However, we still recommend using multiple paths to connect hosts to the data network, as well as more than one switch in your data network to provide redundancy.
Synology High Availability (SHA) provides an option to trigger a switchover when the active server detects network failure. When enabled, if connection failure occurs between the switch connected to the active server or the switch fails, service continuity will be maintained by switching over to the passive server (assuming the network connection of the passive server is healthy).

**Network Implementation for Synology NAS with Four or More LAN Ports**

The best way to create a high availability environment is to use a Synology NAS with four network ports. In this instance, you can connect multiple paths between the hosts and HA cluster, providing a redundant failover path in case the primary path fails. Moreover, I/O connections between the data network and each clustered server can be connected to more than one port, providing a load balancing capability when all the connections are healthy.

**Path Redundancy for the Heartbeat Connection**

For Synology NAS models with four or more network ports, link aggregation may be implemented on the Heartbeat connection to provide failover redundancy and load balancing. This feature does not require a switch between the connections.

**Network Troubleshooting**

- The maximum transmission unit (MTU) and virtual LAN (VLAN) ID between Synology NAS and switch/router must be identical. For example, if the MTU of DS/RS is 9000, do make sure the corresponding switch/router is able to measure up to that size.
Data Replication

Within the high-availability cluster, all data that has been successfully stored (excluding data that still remains in the memory) on internal drives or expansion units will be replicated. Therefore when services are switched from the active to passive server, no data loss will occur.

While data replication is a continual process, it has two distinct phases spanning from formation to operation of a high-availability cluster:

• Phase 1: The initial data replication during cluster creation or the replication of differential data when connection to the passive server is resumed after a period of disconnection (such as when the passive server is switched off for maintenance). During this phase, the initial sync is not yet complete, and therefore switchover cannot be performed. Data changes made on the active server during this initial replication are also synced.

• Phase 2: Real-time data replication after the initial sync has been completed. After the initial sync, all data is replicated in real-time and treated as committed if successfully copied. In this phase, switchover can be performed at any time.

During both phases of data replication, all data syncing is performed at block-level. For example, when writing a 10 GB file, syncing and committing is broken down to block-level operations, and completed piecemeal to ensure that the active and passive servers contain identical data. As all data is constantly maintained to be up-to-date, switchover can be accomplished seamlessly.

Data and changes to be replicated include:

• NAS Data Services: All file services including CIFS/NFS/AFP are covered.

• iSCSI Data Services: High-availability clustering supports iSCSI, including iSCSI LUN and iSCSI Target services.

• DSM and Other Services: Management applications, including Synology DiskStation Manager (DSM) and its other services and some add-On packages (e.g. Mail Server, Directory Server) are also covered, including all settings and service statuses.
Special Conditions

Split-Brain Error

When a high-availability cluster is functioning normally, only one of the member servers should assume the role of active server. In this case, the passive server detects the presence of the active server via both the Heartbeat connection and cluster connection.

If all Heartbeat and cluster connections are lost, both servers might attempt to assume the role of active server. This situation is referred to as a “split-brain” error. In this case, connections to the IP addresses of the high-availability cluster will be redirected to either of the two servers, and inconsistent data might be updated or written on the two servers.

When any one of the Heartbeat or cluster connections is reconnected, the system will detect the split-brain error and data inconsistency between the two servers, and will enter high-availability safe mode.

On the other hand, a quorum server helps reduce the split-brain error rate. Users can assign another server to both the active and passive server as the quorum server. For example, a gateway server or DNS server is a good choice because they usually connect to both servers constantly.

With a quorum server, the following circumstances will be controlled:

- If the passive server cannot connect to both the active and quorum servers, failover will not be performed in order to prevent split brain errors.
- If the active server cannot connect to the quorum server while passive server can, switchover will be triggered in order to achieve better availability.

High-Availability Safe Mode

Instead of performing a complete replication, High-availability safe mode helps users to identify the new active server and rebuild the cluster by syncing new data and modified settings from the active server to the passive server.

In high-availability safe mode, both servers and the IP addresses of the High-availability clusters will be unavailable until the split-brain error is resolved. Also, additional information will be shown, including (1) the difference of contents in the shared folders on the two servers, (2) the time log indicating when the server became active, and (3) the last iSCSI Target connection information. The information should be found in High Availability Manager or the read-only File Station. Thus, users would be able to identify the newly active server.

When the newly active server is selected, both servers will be rebooted. After that, all the modified data and settings on the active server will be synced to the passive server. Hence, a new healthy High-availability cluster shall be in place.

In addition, users can choose to make a complete replication from the active server to the passive server or they can unbind both of them.

To make a complete replication, users should choose one as the active server of the High-availability cluster and unbind the other. Once both servers are rebooted, the active server will remain in the High-availability cluster. The unbound server will keep its data and return to Standalone status. Please note that a complete replication will entail binding a new passive server onward.

For detailed information regarding safe-mode resolution, you may refer to this article.
Achieving Service Continuity

Auto-Failover Protection

To ensure continuous availability, Synology High Availability allows switching from the active server to the passive server in a normally functioning high-availability cluster at any time. Switchover can be manually triggered for system maintenance, or automatically initiated in the event of the active server malfunctioning, which is known as “failover.” After the servers exchange roles, the original active server assumes the role of the passive server and enters standby mode. As resources within the cluster are accessed using a single cluster interface, switchover does not affect the means of access.

- **Switchover:** The active and passive server can be manually triggered to exchange roles without interruption to service for occasions such as system maintenance.
- **Failover:** In the event of critical malfunction, the cluster will automatically initiate switchover to maintain service availability.

Auto-Failover Mechanism

Auto-failover can either be triggered by the active server or passive server depending on the situation.

- **Triggered by the active server:** This happens when the active server is aware of system abnormality and attempts to smoothly transfer services from the active server to the passive server. The active server continuously monitors itself to ensure services are functional. When detecting failed management services (e.g. storage space crashed, service error, network disconnection) the active server will halt services in the beginning and then verify that data on the storage space and system configuration are synced with the passive server. After this process, the passive server starts to boot up all services. As a result of the transferring process users will be unable to manage the cluster and services will stop functioning for a brief period of time (depending on the number of services and storage space).
- **Triggered by the passive server:** This happens when the active server is in a state that it is unable to respond to any requests (e.g. accidental shut-down). The passive server tracks the status of the active server through the cluster connection and the Heartbeat connection. Take-over by the passive server will be prompted when network connections with the active server are dropped.

Synology High Availability is designed to protect the system when errors occur under normal status. Services cannot be guaranteed when more than one critical error occurs concurrently. Therefore, to achieve high availability, issues should be resolved immediately each time a failover is performed to allow the cluster to return to normal status.

Failover Events

The following situations are commonly seen to trigger system failover:

- **Crashed storage space:** If a storage space (e.g., volume, Disk Group, RAID Group, SSD Cache, etc.) on the active server has crashed, while the corresponding storage space on the passive server is functioning normally, failover will be triggered unless there are no volumes or iSCSI LUNs (block-level) on the crashed storage space. Storage spaces are monitored every 10 seconds. Therefore, in the worst case, switchover will be triggered in 10 to 15 seconds after a crash occurs.

**Note:** Manual switchover is not possible when the storage space on the passive server is busy with a Storage Manager related process (e.g., creating or deleting a volume) while auto failover is still allowed.

- **Service Error:** If an error occurs on a monitored service, failover will be triggered. Services that can be monitored include SMB, NFS, AFP, FTP, and iSCSI. Services are monitored every 30 seconds. Therefore, in the worst case, switchover will be triggered 30 seconds after an error occurs.

- **Power Interruption:** If the active server is shut down or rebooted, both power units on the active server fail, or power is lost, failover will be triggered. Power status is monitored...
every 15 seconds. Therefore, in the worst case, switchover will be triggered 15 seconds after power interruption occurs. However, depending on the client's protocol behavior (e.g., SMB), the client may not be aware of the fact that data was still in the active server's cache during power interruption. If this is the case, the data that has not been flushed into the storage might not be re-sent by the client after the power interruption, resulting in a partial data loss.

• Cluster Connection Lost: If an error occurs on the cluster connection, and the passive server has more healthy cluster connections, failover will be triggered. For example, if the active server has two cluster connections and one of them is down, the active server will check whether the passive server has two or more available connections. If it does, failover will be triggered in 10 to 15 seconds. Please note that for connections joined with link aggregation, each joined connection group is considered one connection.

After switchover has occurred, the faulty server may need to be replaced or repaired. If the unit is repaired, restarting the unit will bring the cluster back online and data-synchronization will automatically take place. If the unit is replaced, the cluster will need to be re-bound in order to recreate a functioning cluster. Any USB/eSATA devices attached to the active server will have to be manually attached onto the passive server once switchover is complete.

Note: When a switchover occurs, all existing sessions are terminated. A graceful shutdown of the sessions is not possible, and some data loss may occur; however, retransmission attempts should be handled at a higher level to avoid loss. Please note that if the file system created on an iSCSI LUN by your application cannot handle unexpected session terminations, the application might not be able to mount the iSCSI LUN after a failover occurs.

Switchover Limitations

Switchover cannot be initiated in the following situations:

• Incomplete data replication: When servers are initially combined to form a cluster, a period of time is required to replicate existing data from the active to passive server. Prior to the completion of this process, switchover may fail.

• Passive server storage space crash: Switchover may fail if a storage space (e.g., volume, Disk Group, RAID Group, SSD Cache, etc.) on the passive server is crashed.

• Power interruption: Switchover may fail if the passive server is shut down or rebooted, if both power units on the passive server malfunction, or if power is lost for any other reason.

• DSM update: When installing DSM updates, all services will be stopped and then come online after DSM update installation is completed.
Best Practices for Deployment

Different customers of Synology NAS products may attach importance to various aspects of practices according to their needs and purposes. Here, we provide the best practices regarding **system performances** and **reliability** respectively. These two types of configuration are not mutually exclusive. You may apply both practices to optimize the overall system environment.

Before the configuration, make sure that your system environment complies with the basic requirements for Synology High Availability. Both servers must be of the same model, and with the identical configuration including the **capacity**, **quantity**, and **slot order** of drives and RAM modules.

Aside from the drive and RAM module configuration, both servers must have the same number of attached network interface cards and LAN ports.

System Performances

To meet the needs of operating performance-intensive services, and of processing a massive amount of connections or frequent data access for a long time, you can optimize the performances with the following configuration:

**SSD Cache**

SSD cache brings a significant rise in data reading and writing speeds of the system, especially under the circumstance where the data storage consists of hard disk drives (HDD). Since solid-state drives (SSD) are specifically designed for high performance usage, by promoting frequently accessed data into SSDs, one can fully utilize the system's random I/O access to effectively reduce the latency and extra data seek time as on HDDs.

SSD cache must be configured in the identical configuration and each SSD must be inserted in the same disk slot in both the active server and passive server. The size of system memory needs to be identical on the active and passive servers as partial memory needs to be allocated for operating SSD cache. Therefore, different memory sizes may result in unavailability of system failover.

The failover mechanism is also applied on SSD cache. This means, when the SSD cache on the active server fails, a system failover to the passive server will be triggered.

**Fast Heartbeat Connection**

When data is transferred to the HA cluster, the copy of such data will be transferred to the passive server through the heartbeat connection at the same time. The writing process is complete only when both transfers finish. In this case, if a Gigabit network environment is applied, the writing speed will be limited to 1Gbps by the network environment.

Most plus-series and all FS/XS-series are equipped with the capability of adding additional external network cards for additional high-speed network interfaces (e.g. 10Gbps).

The most basic principle of network settings for a High Availability cluster is that the heartbeat connection bandwidth must be greater than or equal to the cluster network interface. Heartbeat connection is one of the fastest network interfaces, including link aggregation or 10G/40G network interface.

Synology offers optional 10GbE external network interface cards to be used with High Availability cluster. When working with multiple external network interface cards, link aggregation must be set up interchangeably to increase fault tolerance. Please refer to the following environment setup examples.

**Setup with Single-Volume Storage Pool**

When using a single-volume storage pool, the system avoids the impact on system performances from the LVM (logical volume management) coming with a multiple-volume storage pool. We highly recommend the setup with single-volume storage pool for the peer-to-peer storage architecture of Synology High Availability.

Reliability

Synology High Availability is dedicated to the hardware and software protection of Synology NAS servers. However, aside from the NAS storage itself, the normal operation of the whole
services also depends on a couple of other factors, including stable network connections and power supply.

**Direct Heartbeat Connection between Two Servers**

When the heartbeat connection between the active and passive servers goes through a switch, it increases the difficulty in managing the risk of network failure caused by the switch per se or the connections from the switch to the respective servers. When you take into consideration the reliability of your system, it is recommended to make a direct heartbeat connection between the active and passive servers.

**Heartbeat and HA Cluster Connections with Link Aggregation**

A link aggregation is formed by at least two connections between the same peers. It not only increases transfer rates, but enhances the availability of such network connections. When one of the interfaces or connections in a link aggregation fails, the link will still work with the rest.

In this section, we provide an environment setup scenario as follows. Two RS4017xs+ models are each equipped with two E10G17-F2 external network interface cards. There are four 1GbE network interfaces (local network 1, 2, 3, 4) and four 10GbE network interfaces (local network 5, 6, 7, 8) on each NAS. Local network 5 and 6 are provided by external network interface card 1, and local network 7 and 8 are provided by external network interface card 2. Please refer to the recommended setup below:

- **Heartbeat interface**: Link Aggregation of the 10GbE network interface. One interface from external network interface card 1 and one interface from external network interface card 2.
- **Cluster interface**: Link Aggregation of the 10GbE network interface. One interface from external network interface card 1 and one interface from external network interface card 2.

These configurations ensure the performance of both cluster connection and Heartbeat connection is maximized while maintaining redundancy for both connections. The network service provided by the cluster will not be affected by the Heartbeat connection, thus increasing fault tolerance for the external network interface card. In the case that a problem occurs with external network interface card 1, all services can still be provided through external network interface card 2.

To prevent slow writing speed due to the process of replicating data to the passive server when data is written, it is recommended that the Heartbeat connection is of the same or higher bandwidth as the service. The Heartbeat connection must be configured on the fastest network interface. For instance, if the servers are equipped with 10GbE add-on network cards, the Heartbeat connection must be configured by using 10GbE cards. In addition, it is strongly recommended that users build a direct connection (without switches) between two servers, the distance between which is usually shorter than 10 meters. If a HA cluster requires two servers with a larger distance, the Heartbeat connection between two servers must have no other device in the same broadcast domain. This configuration can be achieved by configuring a separate VLAN on the Ethernet switch to isolate the traffic from other network devices. Please make sure that cluster connection and Heartbeat connection are in different loops lest they be interrupted at the same time when functioning.

**Separate Switches for the Cluster Connections**

Network switch is required for the HA cluster connection between the active/passive server and the client computer. To avoid network switch malfunctions, we recommend connecting each of the two servers to a different switch. For example, you can set up a link aggregation with two connections between one switch and the active server, and set up another one between another switch and the passive server. Then, the client computer will be configured with two connections, each of which is linked to one of the two switches.

**Separate Power Supply for Servers and Switches**

Aside from the reliability of network connections among the servers, switches, and clients, we are also supposed to take into consideration the stable power supply for the system. Most FS/XS-series and plus-series with RP are equipped with redundant power supply, allowing you to allocate different electric power sources to the server. For the NAS models without redundant power supply, we recommend allocating a power supply to one server and its connected switch, and another one to the other server and switch. This helps mitigate the risk of system failure resulting from power outage of both servers/switches.

**Split-Brain Prevention with Quorum Server**

In a real implementation of Synology High Availability, there are a certain number of possibilities that, even upon network abnormalities, the passive server takes over the workload while the failover from active server is not triggered. Both servers may assume the services at the same time and, in this case, the split-brain occurs. To avoid split-brain, you can configure a quorum server to detect the connection between itself and the active/passive servers respectively.
Performance Benchmark

Performance Considerations

Synology High Availability employs the synchronous commit approach by acknowledging write operations after data has been written on both the active and passive servers at the cost of performance. To enhance the random IOPS performance and reduce latency, we recommend enabling the SSD cache for volumes that require high performance for random I/O workloads.

In order to give a better understanding on the benchmark on different levels of hardware, the performance benchmark was done on DS918+ and RS18017xs+.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Testing Version</th>
<th>Cluster Connection Bandwidth</th>
<th>Heartbeat Connection Bandwidth</th>
<th>File System</th>
<th>Disks and RAID Type</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Sequential Throughput - Read (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Sequential Throughput - Write (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Encrypted Sequential Throughput - Read (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Encrypted Sequential Throughput - Write (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 4KB Random IOPS - Read</th>
<th>SMB - 4KB Random IOPS - Write</th>
<th>isCSI - 4KB Random IOPS - Read</th>
<th>isCSI - 4KB Random IOPS - Write</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA 1</td>
<td>RS18017xs+</td>
<td>10GbE *1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Btrfs</td>
<td>12 SSD (200GB) with RAID 5</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>1179.54</td>
<td>1179.54</td>
<td>1120.22</td>
<td>213529.97</td>
<td>96072.53</td>
<td>188690.14</td>
<td>92276.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>DSM6.2-23601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1180.7</td>
<td>1179.54</td>
<td>1180.41</td>
<td>1179.67</td>
<td>236580.3</td>
<td>120902.54</td>
<td>199660.71</td>
<td>112535.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Testing Version</th>
<th>Cluster Connection Bandwidth</th>
<th>Heartbeat Connection Bandwidth</th>
<th>File System</th>
<th>Disks and RAID Type</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Sequential Throughput - Read (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Sequential Throughput - Write (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Encrypted Sequential Throughput - Read (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 64KB Encrypted Sequential Throughput - Write (MBps)</th>
<th>SMB - 4KB Random IOPS - Read</th>
<th>SMB - 4KB Random IOPS - Write</th>
<th>isCSI - 4KB Random IOPS - Read</th>
<th>isCSI - 4KB Random IOPS - Write</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA 1</td>
<td>DS918+</td>
<td>1Gbe *1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Btrfs</td>
<td>4 HDD (2TB) with RAID 5</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>107.11</td>
<td>112.97</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standalone</td>
<td>DSM6.2-23601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>107.11</td>
<td>112.97</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
<td>112.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The configuration of each server in the SHA cluster.
**Switchover Time-to-Completion**

When switchover is triggered, the active server becomes the passive server, at which time the original passive server will take over. During the exchange, there will be a brief period where both servers are passive and services are paused.

The time-to-completion varies depending on a number of factors:

- The number and size of volumes or iSCSI LUNs (block-level)
- The number and size of files on volumes
- The allocated percentage of volumes
- The number of running packages
- The number and total loading of services on the cluster

The following table provides estimated time-to-completion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>DS918+</th>
<th>RS18017xs+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switchover</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failover</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Unit: second
- Switchover is triggered manually in the Synology High Availability package.
- Failover is triggered by unplugging the power cord of the active server.
Summary

Synology is committed to delivering an exceptional user experience for customers. Synology High Availability (SHA) comes with an intuitive user interface with built-in graphical management tools to simplify complex high availability configurations, streamline workflow, reduce implementation time and installation expense, and prevent costly operational efficiency problems, a solution especially suitable for small and mid-range businesses with limited IT resources.

Synology High Availability (SHA) is available on most Synology NAS models, new and existing customers can easily set up a comprehensive business continuity plan when acquiring Synology NAS. Synology High Availability (SHA) provides a cost-effective and reliable means of ensuring against service downtime while offering enterprise-grade features that are designed to meet common scenarios and fulfill data protection and high availability requirements. This white paper has outlined the basic principles and benefits of Synology High Availability (SHA), in addition to recommendations on best practices and strategies for companies of any size. For more information and customized consultation on deployment, please contact Synology at www.synology.com.

More Resources

• **DSM Live Demo**: Take advantage of our free 30-minute DSM 6.2 trial session. Experience our technology yourself before making the purchase!

• **Tutorials and FAQ**: Learn more about SHA and get the information you need with step-by-step tutorials and frequently asked questions.

• **Where to Buy**: Connect with our partners and find out how to choose the best product and solution to suit your business needs.